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1 - WHAT IS SAFEPLUS
SAFEPLUS IS THE FIRST TOKEN THAT PROVIDES YOU
WITH SIX DIFFERENT TYPES OF PASSIVE INCOME.
SafePlus is a deflationary token, created to reward holders, earning not only from the
token itself, but also from its passive income.
Tokenomics was designed to discourage cryptocurrency traders (thus avoiding
price drops and manipulations for the benefit of a few experts) and reward holders,
those who want to have an automatic medium/long term income, in addition to the
value of the token that can increase over
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SAFEPLUS:
FOR HOLDERS ONLY

2 - WHY INVEST IN SAFEPLUS
How many times have you thought that it was stupid and useless to
keep money in the bank at zero interest (or rather by paying the
expenses of the current account)? Well, it is, like to spend it to buy
"stuff", without understanding anything about financial management.
Poor people in fact buy liabilities, debts (car, mortgage, things,
objects).
Rich people on the other hand use money to generate more money,
investing in assets (income generating properties, stocks,
cryptocurrencies) and stop trading time for money.
For this Safeplus was born, the first token that provides six forms of
passive income.
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3 - SIX FORMS OF PASSIVE INCOME
REFLECTIONS IN BUSD
With Safeplus, you will have directly in your wallet reflections (token automatically redistributed by purchases or sales) in
Busd (the stable coin of Binance).
Whenever someone in the world buys or sells Safeplus, a percentage of Busd will enter your wallet!

REFLECTIONS IN BNB
Directly in your wallet, you will also receive reflections in BNB, one of the most famous tokens in the entire crypto world!
Whenever someone in the world buys or sells Safeplus, a percentage of BNB will enter your wallet!

STAKING BNB
IYou can also stake your BNB, earning other daily earnings.
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3 - SIX FORMS OF PASSIVE INCOME
STAKING SAFEPLUS
You can "park" (staking) your Safeplus directly on our dApp (decentralized application) thus automatically increasing your
daily earnings.

STAKING BUSD
You can also stake your Busd, earning other daily earnings.

PLUS ACADEMY
“The best investment you can make is in yourself" Warren Buffet.
By owning Safeplus you can access our digital academy for training in Forex, Stocks, Productivity, Time Management,
Personal and Professional Growth. Why is this a passive income? Because is the way the skills and mentality are created to
be able to obtain a x10, x100, x1000.
Training is a virtuous circle in which benefits always return, it's the secret of the wealthiest people.
In fact: "Investing in one';s personal growth is the only thing that never loses its value". Jim Rohn
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4 - THE 3 PLUSES OF SAFEPLUS
1) BUYBACK
What's that? A percentage of
the proceeds of the transaction
will be held in the form of BNB
which will be used for GRADUAL
purchase of Safeplus, in order to
increase volumes if necessary.
Tokens purchased in this way
will then be burned to push
the price further.
Benefits: in this way price and
volume will always be sustained,
they will be more stable over
time ensuring a more
homogeneous reflection, and
with the burn,
Safeplus becomes less available,
with a consequent increase in
value.

2) GREEN MOON
What's that? A percentage of
the proceeds of the transaction
will be held in the form of BNB
which will be used for MASSIVE
purchase of Safeplus, in order to
increase volumes if necessary.
Tokens purchased in this way
will then be burned to push the
price further.
Benefits: in this way price and
volume will always be sustained,
they will be more stable over
time ensuring a more
homogeneous reflection, and
with the burn, Safeplus becomes
less available, with a consequent
increase in value.

3) ANTI-WHALE SYSTEM
What's that? Safeplus'smart
contract includes an anti-whale
system, which prevents the sale
of more than 0.05% of total
supply for week, avoiding
manipulation by the so-called
whales, wallets with large
quantities of tokens.
Benefits: This system will
guarantee a more stable price
and will protect holders
from sudden future collapses,
also preventing its appearance.
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5 - TOKENOMICS
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MARKETING /DEVELOPMENT
IS THE PERCENTAGE OF THE TAX BUY/SELL THAT WILL BE USED TO
FINANCE THE MARKETING AND DEVELOPMENT OF PROJECTS IN THE
PLUS ECOSYSTEM

BUYBACK
LIQUIDITY POOL
IS THE PERCENTAGE ALLOCATED TO THE LIQUIDITY OF PANCAKESWAP

GREEN MOON
BNB REFLECTIONS
BUSD REFLECTIONS
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6 - DISTRIBUTION TOKEN
OUR SMART CONTRACT EXCLUDES 61.3% OF
THE SUPPLY FROM REFLECTIONS, THUS
REDISTRIBUTING MORE TOKENS TO THE
HOLDERS.
Burn before launch (30%)
Liquidity pool (15%)
Pre-Private sale (2,1%)
Private sale (10,7%)
Pre-sale (20%)
Dev-Wallets (2% locked for four months)
Admin, mod e influencer (1,9%)
Marketing, community development and Giveaways (2%)
Liquidity blocked for future use es. listing (16,3%)
Total supply : 1.000.000.000.000.000
Simbol Token : $SPLUS
Contract address : 0xf3aEF59EA17d3082F368387ffF073D5E05874ad9

7 - ROADMAP
PHASE 1
Development Smart Contract
First Audit
Domain and social media account
Website Launch
Presale
Design PlusAcademy
Launch on PancakeSwap
Advertising campaigns
Ads on social media and others
platforms
Community events

PHASE 2
Start development Dapp
Listing on CoinGecko
Website updates
Community events, gifts and
raffle
Marketing campaigns
Dapp beta
Second Audit

PHASE 3
Logo on TrustWallet and
BscScan
Listing on CoinMarketCap
Expansion of marketing and
development team
Partnership
Release Dapp
Doxing with third parties

PHASE 4
Release of the Plus
Academy
Debit card development
Ecosystem enhancement
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8 DAPP / ECOSYSTEM
We foresee an entire enhanced ecosystem in which our Safeplus
deflationary token will be at the center and can be used as a utility
so that holders can enjoy even greater advantages over the
already mentioned pluses.
With the dApp it will be possible to stake, view the accumulated
reflections, reinvest them, partecipate in lotteries /giveaways
and more.
The Safeplus token will allow investors to also access various
services provided by Plus Finance (more details in the future) and
the Plus Academy.
And with a new way of calculating reflexes, we encourage holders
by rewarding them more.
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9 - PLUS-ACADEMY
THE PLUSACADEMY IS AN EXCEPTIONAL FORM
OF PASSIVE INCOME BECAUSE...
Life is all about learning: the more you
learn and the more you grow, the more
you grow and the more results you get
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Training Ecosystem
The PlusAcademy will be a protected, digital environment,
where is possible to train on financial topics (forex, trading,
psychological management of capital, habits of the rich
people) and on personal and professional growth (selfmotivation, productivity and time management, public
speaking, effective communication, sale).
This is the missing piece and, perhaps, the most important,
of the whole Safeplus ecosystem.
Growing up to be more and more people of value is
precisely the "secret" of those who get results in the
personal, professional and economic fields.
The mind is what we have most important so it is essential to
train it: those who do not wash their brains themselves, have
it washed by others.
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Training is a teacher
of life.
There is no need to reinvent the wheel or lean over several
years by trial and error, what you can discover in a few hours of
a course.
The training consists in the application of tested and effective
models. Brian Tracy, dean of education with over 60 books
published, wrote that we must be as hungry for knowledge as
Pac-Man because we cannot know what knowledge can
transform our lives.
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COMMUNITY
And that's not all... PlusAcademy wants to aggregate a community of people with
the same values and the same desire to improve themselves and their lifestyle. A
good community is as important as training «because we are the average of the 5
closest people to us» said Jim Rohn, one of the fathers of training on personal growth.
Looking for who looks like us -our "peers"- or who has the qualities, skills,
knowledge we want to acquire, is the right way.
In short, if we want to improve at something, we must associate ourselves with
those who really know how to do it.
There is only one “but” in this broad discourse, but as a sacrosanct saying goes:
“You can't hire people to do push-ups for you”. We are the ones who have to make the
choices that change our life.

Training is one of them.
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10 - SOCIAL
TELEGRAM
https://t.me/safeplusinternational
https://t.me/SafePlusItaly
https://t.me/SafePlusGermany
TWITTER
https://twitter.com/safeplustoken
INSTAGRAM
https://www.instagram.com/safeplus.token/
DISCORD
https://discord.gg/NYGpt22s8e

